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WHY WE ARE HERE - ATHENA SWARUU

Gosia.- It is this part of Anéeka’s that I would like to expand on.

Anéeka of Temmer.- Out here in terms of material things there are few or no shortages, what 
matters is what exists in terms of consciousness-manifestation of realities and control over these 
two things.

Gosia.- As a manifestation of realities? Up there they also manifest and control realities, why be 
interested in the Earth for that?

Athena Swaruu.- Because the Earth is not independent and never has been, it is just one of those 
many realities that are created from up here and from above.

Robert.- And why control over that, does it provide any benefit?

Anéeka of Temmer.- It means everything, the control over what you will experience as a race, as a 
species and as a culture, your future, what you can call your reality. That's what they get as profit.

Gosia.- I did not understand this either, are the extraterrestrials interested in the Earth because it 
gives them control over what they will experience as a race, their future, in what way?



Robert.- I imagine that it gives them control over their seeds as human experiences on Earth.

Anéeka of Temmer.- Well, I don't know what Anéeka meant, but I suppose that spiritual 
advancement will give souls, for lack of a better name, more control over what they will manifest 
and experience in their next lives.

Gosia.- But that's the point, is it just one of those many realities where realities manifest and 
control, why so much interest on Earth with that?

Anéeka of Temmer.- I think that you are only seeing the interest that is shown for the Earth and not 
the interest that is shown for all the other places, it is just that they have the attention here from 
you and from this group.

Gosia.- Ah! So there is also interest in other places as well.

Anéeka of Temmer.- Yes, or not the same, some more than others, but that is something enormous
and subjective, see it as a shopping center, the Earth is full of activity for better and for worse, 
controversy and fighting, but there are other shopping centers full of similar and not so similar 
people, also buzzing with activity.

Gosia.- I understand, but I still don't understand why there is an interest in the Earth for the 
manifestation of realities, why don't they look at other planets, or their own, for that? Realities 
manifest anywhere, Earth or not, right? You can be in Erra and be manifesting realities, what does 
Earth have in this aspect?

Anéeka of Temmer.- Seeing it from the point of view of the spiritual progress that one has by 
having incarnated on Earth, as a school for souls as has been said before, as a school to advance 
with those experiences as there is a greater expansion of consciousnesses, later outside of the 
terrestrial incarnation you will already have greater control over what you wish to experience and 
what worlds to create, but I must also clarify that it is not only those who incarnate on Earth as 
such, it is not something defined and rigid, but rather there's a whole range of in-betweens 
between completely weird aliens on distant planets, having nothing to do with Earth, and 
completely classic humans, if there is such a thing, excusing that it's all ultimately connected of 
course.
The terrestrial experience, or the experience that the Earth offers, is not only for those who 
incarnate as humans, but also for others as a role play. Humans as such are not just one thing 
either, as has already been said, there are star seeds of countless races, some similar others not, 
old souls who have incarnated as humans for countless lives, aliens who enter there with no 
memory, only 1 or 2 sometimes or rarely, other entire aliens who are just visiting, or who move to 
live there knowing what they are, like a walk down, because they dress and act normal and pass 
for humans without being humans. 
The list is very long and the variants of having a human experience are many, and that I only do 
the level of human experience, it would also be necessary to add the experience that the Earth 
gives to souls, to people who get involved with things of the Earth without being human, the 
experience of the extraterrestrials who have their attention here with all their variables and 
variants, races and ideologies; all of this offers the Earth as a game of errors seen from high 
densities, of course where someone non-human plays at being a guide for humanity in countless 
ways, and others not so much, with a complex range and intermediate gradient.
This is an important point that my mother always emphasizes to me about humanity, about being 
able to explain this class of concepts that turns out that the average human mind, the people, the 
bulk of the population does not handle complex things well, they always want the simple 
explanation that everything has a reason, not many, that things are clear, not that they need a lot of
power and mental resources to understand everything. Then they see long and complicated 
explanations as coming from someone who does not know, and they hang labels on them as far-
fetched explanations or strange explanations, but the truth is that there is no absolute truth, 
everything is relative, to understand something you need a framework of understanding of any 



previous class that gives it a necessary framework so that from there more complicated things and 
concepts are understood, there is not a single reason for things, everything is extremely complex, 
and if they want to impose a simple explanation it falls into reductionism, like the big-bang, that 
never happened whether or not it was mathematically feasible, which by the way it is not, 
remaining in only religion imposing a concept on science, the Yahweh or creative explosion. In 
short the Earth gives souls their own and others an enormous variety of enriching experiences with
which to increase and promote their spiritual advancement that from then on will manifest better 
things.

Gosia.- Ask what is said above, many human seeds want to get out of here because they see it as 
hell, but are there step downs with full memory that move here? What interests them so much 
here, the cultural variety? (I speak of those who are not guides).

Anéeka of Temmer.- Note that everything is a matter of focus, where you have your attention.

Robert.- Yes, and he is still the creator of everything.

Gosia.- But the step downs who know what they are, their souls, no longer take from the 
experience the same things as humans, why do they move?

Anéeka of Temmer.- They don't get the same experience, but they get other experiences.

Gosia.- What, cultural experience? like when I travel to the Amazon?

Anéeka of Temmer.- As I said above, it is never all or nothing, but a whole gradient that the Earth 
can offer.

Robert.- But coming to Earth is a danger for them, although they continue to be the creators of 
their reality, they can stay in this loop, in this world.

Gosia.- So with all that explained, it is clear that no one out there is interested in the Earth 
becoming interstellar. What the Earth now offers would be lost. What interests you?

Anéeka of Temmer.- Each person like this will have a different reason, some just because they like 
being there, because they like it? Well they will have their reasons, adventure, the exotic. Why is 
an English lord going to India at the end of the 19th century? He was in England with money and 
position, a big house and luxury carriages, he goes for the experience of the exotic, for the 
adventure and for the need to return to show off to his friends that they were there to annoy a tiger,
or what do I know. The same here.

Gosia.- Yes, I understand this well, obviously.

Robert.- The Earth has to be as it is, if it doesn't lose grace.

Anéeka of Temmer.- Very good point, yes exactly and unfortunately. It's a jungle, it's India in the 
19th century, like going to India back then, you go there because there are elephants and jungles 
full of tigers.

Gosia.- Then why was it being advised if humans were ready for open contact then, that would 
break the terrestrial experience.

Anéeka of Temmer.- That is the argument of many here, that is what they say, that we are wasting 
time, to which my answer would be because we also want the experience of trying to help, if they 
do not like that they return to Temmer, to do whatever they want.



Gosia.- But help as in making them remember who they are, yes? But official open contact with 
extraterrestrial races would somehow break it all at once, so why the First Contact project, what 
for? That would break everything if direct official contact is made.

Anéeka of Temmer.- Ultimately because it is another experience for those who are here.

Robert5.- Perhaps it is to give some hope to the seeds that are having a bad time here, to tell them
that this continues, that it does not end here on Earth.

Gosia.- Do you mean you here?

Anéeka of Temmer.- Yes, because it is another group of experiences that you have during a life or 
incarnation, that is why I tell you the Earth is not only what it offers as a place to incarnate as a 
human, but all the other variants of interaction and of experiences that the place offers to non-
human people, and to humans alike.

* * *
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